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Abstract

Tightening emission standards limiting gas and aerosol emissions from internal combustion engines have led to

the extensive use of exhaust aftertreatment systems (EATS) with different chemical functions as a solution to meet

standards requirements. Incidentally, the placement of aftertreatment monolithic devices into the exhaust line also

plays a key role on the exhaust noise emission. Their presence disturbs the pattern of the pressure waves and sets

the boundary conditions for the silencer design. The impact of the EATS on wave transmission can be analyzed by

means of the transmission or scattering matrix. The present work discusses the implications of acoustic reciprocity

and conservativeness on the definition of the scattering matrix elements. The fulfillment of these properties in real

operating conditions was evaluated against a set of experimental data obtained for several exhaust aftertreatment

monolithic bricks in an impulse test rig. The influence of different excitation amplitudes and superimposed mean

flows was also considered. Once it was shown that the devices are reciprocal, the need to account for dissipation

phenomena was evidenced. Finally, the application of reciprocity and conservativeness together with dissipation

provided simple expressions allowing to predict the response of the EATS in the inverse direction, i.e. from outlet to

inlet, from the transmission and reflection properties obtained in the direct direction. Thus, the proposed procedure

becomes useful to reduce both the required number of tests and the gas dynamics modelling work in methodologies

driven to assess the acoustic response of EATS based on the use of experimental and computational tools.
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Nomenclature

a speed of sound Y impedance coefficient

ak main Fourier series constant Y impedance matrix

a′k deviation Fourier series constant Greek letters

A cross-section area α honeycomb cell size

bk main Fourier series constant δ dissipation term

b′k deviation Fourier series constant ∆ transfer matrix determinant

D monolith diameter γ specific heat ratio

f frequency π characteristic periods ratio

F parameterized real or imaginary part σ cell density

of the scattering matrix coefficients τ characteristic period of main Fourier series

Hi j transmission matrix element τ′ characteristic period of deviation Fourier series

H transmission matrix φ argument of scattering matrix element

Im imaginary part Acronyms

L monolith length 1D one-dimensional

n Fourier series order 2D bi-dimensional

p0 unperturbed medium pressure 3D three-dimensional

pcomp composed pressure DOC diesel oxidation catalyst

pinc incident pressure DPF diesel particulate filter

pref reflected pressure EATS exhaust aftertreatment system

P acoustic pressure TWC three-way catalyst

P+ forward pressure component Subscripts

P− backward pressure component 1 referred to inlet conditions

r1 direct reflection coefficient 2 referred to outlet conditions

r2 inverse reflection coefficient b baseline operating point

R2 coefficient of determination dir direct test

Re real part exp referred to experimental data

t time in inlet

t12 direct transmission coefficient inv inverse test

t21 inverse transmission coefficient j real or imaginary part of t or r coefficient

Ti j transfer matrix term mod fluid-dynamic model

T transfer matrix p arbitrary operating point

V mass velocity pr prediction

ww monolith channel wall thickness out outlet
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1. Introduction1

Emission standards applied to ground transport power plants have been progressively tightened along the last2

decades [1, 2] as a way to make internal combustion engines more respectful with environment and human health.3

Although the great improvements achieved in emissions reduction cannot be completely explained without mentioning4

advances in air management, injection and combustion processes, aiming at the reduction of engine raw emissions,5

the fulfillment of current and upcoming pollutant regulations demands the use of aftertreatment devices for exhaust6

emissions abatement [3]. Consequently, the presence of these devices involves the need to account for its influence on7

the noise transmitted by the exhaust line.8

The reduction of tailpipe emitted noise is traditionally addressed by means of silencers [4]. The properties of9

these devices are well established for both reactive mufflers, whose purpose is to reflect the acoustic energy back to10

the source, and dissipative mufflers, in which the acoustic energy is dissipated.11

It is apparent that the presence of the aftertreatment monoliths along the exhaust line complements, and therefore12

affects, the design of the silencer, which is subject to less demanding attenuation targets due to noise damping at the13

aftertreatment [5]. In this sense, the muffler design should not only adapt to the upstream boundary condition imposed14

by the presence of the monolith, but also take advantage for volume and pressure drop reduction [6].15

Honeycomb monoliths disturb the unsteady wave dynamics in the exhaust line [7] and produce a certain attenua-16

tion on the noise emitted by the exhaust orifice [8]. The effect observed, however, differs between catalytic reactors,17

which are flow-through monoliths [9], and particulate filters, which are characterized by a wall-flow monolith struc-18

ture [10] where the flow is forced to pass through the porous medium. The variable properties of the porous substrate19

play a major role in the acoustic response of the device, which depends on the porous wall permeability and on the20

particulate layer properties [11]. In addition, the main features of the reactive response are also dependent on the soot21

loading and distribution along the inlet channels [12].22

The acoustic modelling of exhaust aftertreatment systems (EATS) covers a wide spectrum of models in terms of23

solution approach, i.e. linear [8] and non-linear methods [12], spatial resolution ranging from 3D [6] to phenomeno-24

logical lumped models [13], with models of intermediate complexity based on simplified 3D-cell [14] and 1D/2D25

approaches [10]. Different numerical schemes have been also considered, from finite element methods [15, 16] fo-26

cused on the analysis of wave propagation along the monolith channels, to boundary element methods to account27

for the three-dimensional effects in the inlet and outlet canning volumes [17]. While all these theoretical tools are28

fundamental for the analysis and optimization of the acoustic response of EATS, their validity strongly depends on29

the availability of reliable experimental data. The variety of techniques proposed to obtain forward and backward30

pressure perturbations at the inlet and outlet of any device [8, 18] demand criteria to complement the error analysis31

as a way to verify the measurement consistency. In addition, procedures able to reduce the required number of tests,32
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both experimental or computational, are also of great interest. The analysis of acoustic properties, such as reciprocity33

or conservativeness of a system, contributes to this purpose. Reciprocity [19, 20] involves that the response at a given34

location to a disturbance applied at another point is identical to the response that would be obtained if the positions35

were exchanged [21]. Conservativeness means that the energy of the waves transmitted and reflected by a system is36

the same as the energy of the waves incident to the system. Likewise, describing the acoustic behaviour of the de-37

vices with their characteristic matrices enables the mathematical definition of reciprocity and conservativeness [22].38

Besides verification, these properties have also found important practical applications in complex systems, as in the39

case presented by Easwaran et al. [23] for multipole systems.40

The present paper assesses the applicability of reciprocity and conservativeness to different honeycomb monolithic41

aftertreatment systems and their potential use in real-life cases. The formulation of the reciprocity and conservation42

properties is firstly presented in terms of the scattering matrix elements. Then, these properties are applied to the43

prediction of the acoustic response of a set of EATS devices. The theoretical results are analyzed by comparison44

against experimental data obtained in an impulse test rig where the aftertreatment systems were subject to a variety of45

excitations of different amplitude and also considering the impact of a superimposed mean flow. Additionally to the46

tests of isolated monoliths, tests were performed on systems including both a diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC) and a47

wall-flow particulate filter (DPF). Thus, it was possible to assess the validity of the discussed acoustic properties taking48

into account the combined effect of flow-through and wall-flow monoliths. The fulfillment of the reciprocity property49

was studied by means of the prediction of the inverse transmission coefficient from the direct transmission one. In50

addition, the dissipative effects of the system were discussed by analyzing the relation between the modules of the51

direct and inverse reflection coefficients and the corresponding dissipation terms. In this way, the expressions obtained52

for the prediction of inverse transmission matrix elements become a useful tool to complement methodologies for the53

characterization of EATS traditionally based on the application of conventional experimental and computational tools.54

2. Experimental methodology55

The discussion on the fulfillment of the reciprocity and conservativeness properties is supported by the experi-56

mental characterization of the acoustic response of different aftertreatment systems. Tests were conducted in a gas57

stand whose design is based on the impulse method [18]. The tested device is subject to an isolated pressure pulse of58

controlled amplitude and duration. The reflected and transmitted pressure perturbations are registered by piezoelectric59

pressure sensors. Figure 1 shows the scheme of the experimental set-up and its operating principle.60

The impulse method is based on the generation of a pressure pulse at room temperature by means of the aperture61

of an high-speed electrovalve controlling the discharge from a pressurized tank. The pressure in the tank and the62

duration of the electrovalve opening period set the amplitude and duration of the pulse, respectively. The generated63

pressure pulse, which is measured by pressure transducer 1, propagates towards the device along the inlet duct, whose64
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length is properly selected to ensure that the measurement of pressure transducer 1 is not affected by the reflection65

travelling back from the tested device towards the electrovalve, as sketched in Figure 1.66

The superposition of the incident and reflected pulses (pcomp) is registered by pressure transducer 2, which is67

placed close to the EATS. Finally, the pressure pulse transmitted downstream of the EATS is registered by pressure68

transducer 3. This measurement is not affected by secondary reflections from the end of the outlet duct because again69

the length of this duct is selected to avoid the superposition of pressure waves within the measurement window.70

Such superposition of the incident and reflected pulses at the device inlet requires the determination of the reflected71

wave in order to characterize the acoustic response of the tested device. With that purpose, a straight duct portion72

is tested instead of the EATS so that the incident pressure at the inlet section can be identified. In summary, the73

characterization is performed according to the following steps [18]:74

1. The EATS is tested with several incident pressure pulses of the same amplitude and duration (repeatability75

within a prescribed uncertainty below 5%). These tests provide the composed pressure at the inlet section and76

the transmitted pressure at the outlet section.77

2. A straight duct is tested with incident pressure pulses similar to those exciting the EATS in step 1. These tests78

provide the incident pressure.79

3. The most coincident pair of EATS and straight duct tests are identified based on the comparison of the generated80

pressure registered by transducer 1. The statistical procedure used for the selection of these tests can be found81

in [13]. Once the tests are selected, the incident pressure pulse (pinc) at the EATS inlet is defined as that82

measured by pressure transducer 2 in the straight duct test. This incident pressure pulse is combined with the83

measurement of pressure transducer 2 in the EATS test to determine the reflected pressure pulse (pref) applying84

Eq. (1) [24, 25]:85

(
pref

p0

) γ−1
2γ

=

(
pcomp

p0

) γ−1
2γ

−

(
pinc

p0

) γ−1
2γ

+ 1, (1)

where p0 is the pressure of the unperturbed medium.86

This process allows obtaining the scattering matrix coefficients of the EATS in one direction of excitation, so that87

it is repeated twice, i.e. this is done for both directions of excitation:88

• The direct test consists of the excitation of the device with an incident pressure pulse travelling from the inlet89

to the outlet to assess the reflection at the inlet interface and the transmission from inlet to outlet.90

• The inverse test consists of the excitation of the device with an incident pressure pulse travelling from the outlet91

to the inlet to assess the reflection at the outlet interface and the transmission from outlet to inlet.92

Since the installation is fixed, change from direct to inverse test is done by reversing the EATS in the test rig. The93

described procedure is completed with the optional superimposition of a mean flow from inlet to outlet of the device.94
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The mass flow control is performed acting on the pressure of a tank installed at the outlet of the impulse test rig. The95

tank works in vacuum mode in direct tests whilst its pressure is increased in inverse tests.96

Figure 2 shows an example of the data provided by the impulse test rig and the post-processing procedure. The97

incident, transmitted and reflected pressure pulses measured in the direct and inverse tests of the system composed by98

DOC+DPF-2 are shown. The main geometric parameters of these devices are detailed in Table 1, which includes the99

characteristics of each tested EATS. Figure 2 represents the results for the baseline operating point, which is defined100

by an amplitude and duration of the generated pulse of 150 mbar and 14 ms respectively, without any superimposed101

mean mass flow. This excitation was tested in all the devices. Additional operating points were tested in order102

to account for the influence of the convective transport. The instantaneous convective transport was assessed by103

changing the amplitude and duration of the excitation, whilst mean convective transport effects were evaluated with104

a superimposed mean mass flow of 170 kg/h. It is interesting to note that the pulse profiles provided by the impulse105

test rig are representative of the pressure pulses impinging on the elements placed in the exhaust cold end in realistic106

conditions. This was discussed by Payri et al. [18], who evaluated the modified impulse method applied in this work.107

According to the basis of the impulse method, the propagation of the pressure pulse along the inlet duct is non-linear.108

Hence, Eq. (1) is applied. Nevertheless, the non-linear development of the pressure pulse leads to the formation of109

an asymptotic singularity. Once the pulse reaches the asymptotic region any further non-linear development should110

be scarcely noticeable, both in the time and frequency domains. This occurs somewhere upstream of transducer 2, as111

shown in Figure 2, and makes it possible to consider a linear method to analyze the acoustic response of the tested112

device.113

3. Assessment of reciprocity114

Eq. (2), which defines the reciprocity property in terms of direct and inverse transmission coefficients as presented115

in Appendix B, was applied to evaluate the fulfillment of reciprocity in the tested aftertreatment devices.116

t21 =
Y1

Y2
t12 (2)

Figure 3 presents the comparison between the experimental and the theoretical (i.e. computed according to Eq. (2)117

inverse transmission coefficient (t21). The modulus and the argument obtained in the direct and inverse tests are shown118

for the three tested devices, which include systems consisting of both flow-through and wall-flow monoliths. In all119

cases, the excitation is the baseline one, i.e. a pressure pulse of 150 mbar in amplitude and 14 ms in duration without120

superimposed mass flow. The experimental coefficients, which are represented by the black lines, were parameterized121

by the two-step Fourier series procedure described in [13].122

Good agreement between experimental and theoretical values was obtained, thus verifying the fulfillment of the123

reciprocity property in all the tested EATS devices. Despite minor differences, transmission properties are essentially124
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the same for all the systems within the analyzed frequency range (2000 Hz), which clearly exceeds the usual range125

considered in an internal combustion engine exhaust [13].126

Since the influence on the transmission coefficients of changes in the excitation characteristics is negligible in127

the absence of a mean flow [13], the results in Figure 3 lead to conclude that the systems tested are reciprocal under128

isolated excitations. However, a superimposed mean flow involves convective transport affecting to the wave prop-129

agation velocity. As discussed in [13], this convective transport gives rise to a relevant shift in the argument of the130

transmission coefficients. This is confirmed in Figure 4, in which the effects on the direct and inverse transmission131

coefficients due to the superimposition of a mean flow are shown for DOC+DPF-1. The argument of the direct trans-132

mission coefficient t12 is shifted to higher frequencies when the device is subject to a mean flow, whereas the argument133

of the inverse transmission coefficient t21 is shifted towards lower frequencies. The reason is found in the opposite134

interaction between the mean flow velocity and the pulse propagation velocity. On one hand, both velocities have the135

same direction in the direct test, so that the transmission propagation velocity is increased with respect to the baseline136

case without superimposed mean flow. In contrast, mean flow and perturbation have opposite directions in the inverse137

test and consequently the transmission propagation velocity results lower than in the baseline case.138

As a result, the arguments of the direct (t12) and inverse (t21) transmission coefficients are always shifted in139

the presence of a superimposed mean flow. Consequently, the reciprocity property is not fulfilled, this being more140

noticeable as the frequency increases. This is shown in Figure 5, which compares the argument of the experimental141

and theoretical (computed from Eq. (2)) inverse transmission coefficients as well as their modulus for the tested142

EATS in the presence of a superimposed mean flow. As expected from the experimental data shown in Figure 4, the143

theoretical argument of t21 does not match the experimental value for any device. Nevertheless, negligible differences144

are obtained in the modulus, this being the most relevant information on the transmission response obtained from the145

analysis of the reciprocity property.146

4. Dissipative behaviour analysis147

It is well known that the aftertreatment systems have a dissipative behaviour that makes them an interesting148

complement to the mufflers [9]. Therefore, the conservativeness property in reciprocal systems, which implies the149

fulfillment of Eqs. (3) and (4) as derived in Appendix C, does not hold in these devices.150

|r1| = |r2| (3)

(
Y1

Y2

)2

|t12|
4 + |r1|

4 − 2Re
(

Y1

Y2
t2
12r∗1r∗2

)
= 1 (4)

Figure 6 shows the experimental results obtained for the modulus of the direct and inverse reflection coefficients151

of the tested EATS devices, for the baseline excitation and for pressure pulses with different amplitude and duration.152

It is clearly observed that the direct and inverse reflection coefficients are substantially different in all the devices153
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regardless of the excitation characteristics, whose only effect is a slight frequency shift [13]. From Eq. (3), this would154

indicate that the systems are not conservative.155

The acoustic dissipation can be easily taken into account by considering how the incident wave gives rise to156

transmission, reflection and dissipation. Rearranging Eq. (4), the energy balance for a reciprocal conservative system157

can be expressed, in the direct case, as158

Y1

Y2
|t12|

2 + |r1|
2 = 1, (5)

and in the inverse direction as:159

Y2

Y1
|t21|

2 + |r2|
2 = 1 (6)

If the system is non-conservative, the incident energy, besides being transmitted and reflected, is also partly dis-160

sipated. Therefore, a dissipation term (δ) [26] can be added to the balance shown in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) that can be161

defined for the two propagation directions as:162

δ2
dir = 1 −

Y1

Y2
|t12|

2 − |r1|
2 (7)

δ2
inv = 1 −

Y2

Y1
|t21|

2 − |r2|
2 (8)

Based on experimental data, Figure 7 shows the direct and inverse dissipation terms obtained as a function of the163

excitation amplitude. The results were obtained according to Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) applied to the tested DOC+DPF164

systems as well as for TWC-1. The pulse amplitude was varied from 80 mbar to 230 mbar. Although the devices165

are reciprocal, the dissipation terms in the direct and inverse directions are different, as expected from the differences166

between |r1| and |r2| shown in Figure 6. Additionally, the dissipation behaviour is not significantly affected by the167

amplitude of the pressure pulses, with only some minor local deviations that could be attributed to measurement168

uncertainties.169

As shown in Section 3, the convective transport caused by a superimposed mean flow only affects the relationship170

between the arguments of t21 and t12 but maintaining the equality between their modules. Since only the modulus171

is used to determine the dissipation terms, Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) can be applied with a superimposed mean mass flow.172

Experimental results are shown in Figure 8, where they are compared against the baseline case without superimposed173

mean flow. As in the case of a variation in the excitation amplitude, the superimposition of a mean flow does not have174

any impact on the dissipation behaviour of the different devices, neither in the direct nor in the inverse direction.175

Therefore, as dissipation appears to be a property specific of each device and essentially independent on the176

operating conditions, the modulus of the direct and inverse reflection coefficients can be related to dissipation as:177

|r2|
2 = |r1|

2 + δ2
dir − δ

2
inv (9)
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One particular result of Eq. (9) is obtained for reciprocal non-conservative systems with equal dissipation terms178

in the direct and inverse directions. Under these conditions Eq. (9) simplifies to Eq. (3), i.e. the modulus of the direct179

and inverse reflection coefficient coincide. However, this is not the case in any of the devices tested.180

Eq. (9) was applied to DOC+DPF systems and TWC-1 to calculate the r2 modulus from the direct reflection181

coefficient and the dissipation terms. The experimental values obtained from the application of Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) to182

the baseline case (150 mbar in amplitude and 14 ms in duration without mean flow) were used as dissipation terms for183

every device. Figure 9 shows the predicted results compared against experimental data. Although some differences184

may be noticed, the accuracy of the results is good and consistent. Thus, by applying the proposed procedure it is185

possible to capture the main features of the reflection response of all the devices under a great variety of operating186

conditions.187

5. Simplified methodology for acoustic response prediction188

The use of reciprocity and dissipation properties makes it possible to simplify the acoustic characterization of189

aftertreatment systems. In this context, a modification of the methodology described in [13] for the prediction of190

acoustic properties is proposed that allows reducing the mount of fluid-dynamic modelling work. According to the191

flow-chart shown in Figure 10, the proposed methodology combines experimental and computational data to take into192

account the effect on the acoustic response of variations in the fluid-dynamic field.193

The first step is to obtain the response of the system under direct and inverse excitations in the impulse test rig,194

exciting it in an arbitrary operating point considered as the baseline point. This procedure is summarized in the box195

labelled Experimental in Figure 10. The objective is to parameterize the scattering matrix coefficients, in particular r2196

and t12, for the baseline point in terms of the addition of two Fourier series, as described in detail in [13]:197

Fb, j( f ) = a0 j +

n∑
k=1

(
ak, j cos(kτb, j,exp f ) + bk, j sin(kτb, j,exp f )

)
+ a′0 j +

n∑
k=1

(
a′k, j cos(kτ′b, j,exp f ) + b′k, j sin(kτ′b, j,exp f )

)
(10)

In Eq (10), Fb, j ( f ) represents the parameterized real or imaginary part of the scattering matrix coefficients (in-198

dexed by subscript j) obtained experimentally for the baseline operating point (b). The terms ak, j and bk, j are the main199

Fourier series constants, which are specific to every device. Finally, τb, j,exp is the characteristic period in the main200

Fourier series for the baseline operating point. In particular, this parameter is dependent on the operating conditions201

and the one representing the change in the acoustic response of the device as a function of the operating conditions202

[13]. The terms a′k, j, b′k, j and τ′b, j,exp correspond to the Fourier series that parameterizes the deviation between the ex-203

perimental data and the main Fourier series. In addition, the experimental data allow obtaining the dissipation terms,204

δdir and δinv, which are specific properties of each device and independent on the operating conditions, as discussed in205

Section 4.206

Once the acoustic response of the device is characterized, a gas dynamic model is used to reproduce the exper-207

imental response in the baseline operating point and to predict the response of the device under different operating208
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conditions. The modelling work is summarized in the box labelled Modelling in Figure 10. As discussed in [13], the209

only objective of this modelling work is to capture the wave propagation velocity in the time domain. However, in this210

new approach, the reciprocity and dissipation properties of the aftertreatment systems allow the gas dynamic mod-211

elling to be carried out only in one direction, for instance to calculate r1 and t12. This differs from the methodology212

proposed originally in [13], where both the direct and inverse responses were modelled.213

The direct elements of the scattering matrix, i.e. r1 and t12, calculated by the gas dynamic model for the baseline214

and the operating point whose response is to be predicted, are subsequently parameterized by a Fourier series. Re-215

gardless of the accuracy of the model in the frequency domain, gas dynamic modelling is able to predict the shift in216

the scattering matrix coefficients due to a change in the characteristic propagation velocity between operating points.217

In this way, the ratio of the modelled characteristic periods obtained for the baseline (b) and modelled (p) points, i.e.218

τb, j,mod and τp, j,mod, is representative of the actual one [13]:219

πp, j =
τp, j,exp

τb, j,exp
=
τp, j,mod

τb, j,mod
(11)

Therefore, the characteristic period for the modelled point (τp, j,pr) can be computed from Eq. (11), and the com-220

bined with the main Fourier series constants and with the deviation Fourier series to predict the direct scattering matrix221

elements for the modelled operating point (p). Once these terms are known, the reciprocity and dissipation properties222

of the device can be applied to determine the modulus of the inverse quantities r2 and t21. This is summarized in the223

box labelled Reciprocity and Dissipation Application in Figure 10.224

This simplified methodology was applied to the prediction of the scattering matrix terms of TWC-1 when excited225

by a pressure pulse of 150 mbar in amplitude with a superimposed mean flow of 170 kg/h. Results are shown in226

Figure 11, where very good agreement between experimental data and modelled results can be observed up to 800 Hz227

in the transmission coefficients and up to 1500 Hz in the reflection coefficients. Above these frequencies, the prediction228

is still able to capture the response of the device but with some oscillations around the experimental value. The quality229

of these results is confirmed by the prediction of the transmission loss, both in the direct and inverse directions. As230

shown in Figure 12, the results were very accurate up to 800 Hz, the proposed methodology being able to reproduce231

the qualitative response of the TWC-1 in the whole frequency range represented.232

6. Summary and conclusions233

A discussion on the fulfillment of acoustic reciprocity and conservativeness when applied to exhaust aftertreatment234

systems for use in internal combustion engines was conducted in this work. Acoustic reciprocity was defined for a235

two-port system in terms of the scattering matrix properties. The relation between the inverse and direct transmission236

coefficients through the ratio of the inlet to the outlet characteristic impedance was shown. If the system is also237

conservative, then the modules of the direct and inverse reflection coefficients are equal.238
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The fulfillment of these properties in commercial exhaust aftertreatment systems was checked. Experimental data239

were obtained in an impulse test rig in which the devices were subject to isolated excitations of different amplitude,240

considering also the influence of a superimposed mean flow. Reciprocity was shown to be fulfilled in all the devices241

tested. In the absence of a superimposed mean flow this property is accomplished, both in argument and modulus, by242

the transmission coefficients regardless of the characteristics of the excitation. On the contrary, reciprocity does not243

hold for the argument of the transmission coefficients when a mean flow is superimposed on the impulsive excitation,244

because of the different convective effects occurring in the direct and the inverse directions. Nevertheless, the modulus245

of the transmission coefficient is still reciprocal under these operating conditions. Therefore, once the transmission246

coefficients are known in one direction of excitation, either from experimental or modelled data, it is then possible to247

predict easily the transmission coefficients in the other direction.248

With respect to conservativeness, is has been demonstrated that, as well-known in the literature, the response of249

the devices involves dissipative characteristics. Nevertheless, given that the devices are reciprocal, an expression to250

compute both the direct and inverse dissipation terms from experimental data was derived. In turn, the modulus of the251

reflection coefficient in one direction can be determined by the modulus in the opposite direction and the two dissipa-252

tion terms. Based on these ideas, it has been shown that for all the exhaust aftertreatment systems tested the dissipation253

terms are almost independent of the excitation and the mean flow. Therefore, once they were experimentally deter-254

mined for some baseline conditions and knowing, either from experimental or modelled data, the reflection coefficient255

in one direction of excitation, the reflection coefficient in the other direction could be also determined. These results256

reveal great potential for their use in characterization processes relying on the reciprocity and dissipative behaviour257

of the elements under study. Once the system response is described in some reference conditions, the basis of its258

response under different operating conditions in the inverse direction can be directly obtained its characterization in259

the direct direction, and vice versa. This capability can be used as a consistency and reliability check for different260

features of experimental or numerical procedures, or be driven to the simplification of predictive tools, thus reducing261

the experimental and modelling workload. Concerning this case, the described approach has been included as a part262

of a methodology based on the impulse method aiming at predicting the influence of changes in the fluid-dynamic263

operating conditions on the acoustic response of exhaust aftertreatment systems. The application of reciprocity and264

dissipation relations provides an accurate prediction of the acoustic response relying only in the data provided for some265

arbitrary baseline test and the time domain modelling of for the direct excitation at the target operating conditions.266
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Appendix A: Transfer and scattering matrix definitions271

The scattering matrix of a two-port system is defined in the frequency domain as the matrix that provides the272

reflected sound pressure at the inlet and outlet sections of the device as a function of the incident pressure at those273

sections, according to274

 P−1
P+

2

 =

 r1 t12

t21 r2


 P+

1

P−2

 (A.1)

where P is the sound pressure spectrum at inlet (1) and outlet (2) respectively, whilst superscripts + and − refer to275

forwards and backwards wave components. Therefore, the scattering matrix terms r1 and r2 represent the reflection276

coefficients whilst t12 and t21 are the transmission coefficients under direct (inlet to outlet, i.e. 12) and inverse (outlet277

to inlet, i.e. 21) excitations.278

Eq. (A.1) can be rearranged to relate the inlet and outlet wave components by means of the transmission matrix.279

The elements of the transmission matrix can be written in terms of the reflection and transmission coefficients of the280

system, as shown in Eq. (A.2):281

 P+
1

P−1

 =

 H11 = t−1
12 H12 = − r2

t12

H21 = r1
t12

H22 = t21 −
r2r1
t12


 P+

2

P−2

 (A.2)

The transfer matrix T, which relates the acoustic pressure (P) and mass velocity (V) between inlet and outlet282

interfaces of a two-port system, is defined as [4]:283

 P1

V1

 =

 T11 T12

T21 T22


 P2

V2

 (A.3)

Additionally, the relation between wave components and acoustic pressure and mass velocity can be written in284

compact matrix form as285

P = P+ + P−

V = 1
Y (P+ − P−)

⇒
 P

V

 =

 1 1

Y−1 −Y−1

︸              ︷︷              ︸
Y

 P+

P−

 (A.4)

where Y is the characteristic impedance matrix. According to Munjal [4], any influence of mean flow or pulse286

amplitude on the characteristic impedance Y would arise as a complex correction term associated with friction losses.287

However, such term would be significant only at Mach numbers much higher than those considered in this work, so288

that the no flow expression of Y is considered:289

Y =
a
A

(A.5)
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Eq. (A.5) is consistent with the choice of pressure and mass velocity fluctuations as variables, i.e. a is the speed290

of sound and A represents the cross-sectional area.291

Substitution of Eq. (A.4) into Eq. (A.2) gives292

1
2

 1 Y1

1 −Y1

︸           ︷︷           ︸
Y−1

in

 P1

V1

 =

 H11 H12

H21 H22

︸           ︷︷           ︸
H

1
2

 1 Y2

1 −Y2

︸           ︷︷           ︸
Y−1

out

 P2

V2

 (A.6)

and rearranging Eq. (A.6) and comparing with Eq. (A.3), the transfer matrix can be finally expressed as:293

T = YinHY−1
out (A.7)

Appendix B: Reciprocity294

Reciprocity is traditionally defined by the condition that the transfer matrix determinant is equal to 1 [22], i.e:295

∆ = T11T22 − T12T21 = 1 (B.1)

Taking into account Eq. (A.7), this condition may be readily expressed in terms of the determinant of the trans-296

mission matrix as:297

|H| =
∣∣∣Y−1

in

∣∣∣ ∆ |Yout| =
Y1

Y2
(B.2)

Then, expressing the transmission matrix elements in terms of the transmission and reflection coefficients, as298

shown in Eq. (A.2), the reciprocity condition can be rewritten as299

Y1

Y2
= H11H22 − H12H21 =

1
t12

(
t21 −

r2r1

t12

)
+

r2r1

t2
12

=
t21

t12
(B.3)

and after some algebra one finally gets300

t21 =
Y1

Y2
t12 (B.4)

In this way, reciprocity is expressed as the condition that the transmission coefficients in the direct and inverse301

directions are proportional, the constant of proportionality being the ratio of the characteristic impedances.302

Appendix C: Reciprocity and conservativeness303

Conservativeness is expressed in terms of the transfer matrix elements as [22]:304

T ∗11 =
T11

∆
T ∗12 = −

T12

∆
T ∗21 = −

T21

∆
T ∗22 =

T22

∆
(C.1)
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Rearranging and expanding Eq. (A.7), the transmission matrix coefficients can be written as305

H11 = 1
2

(
T11 + T12

Y2
+ Y1T21 + Y1

Y2
T22

)
H12 = 1

2

(
T11 −

T12
Y2

+ Y1T21 −
Y1
Y2

T22

)
H21 = 1

2

(
T11 + T12

Y2
− Y1T21 −

Y1
Y2

T22

)
H22 = 1

2

(
T11 −

T12
Y2
− Y1T21 + Y1

Y2
T22

)
(C.2)

If the system is reciprocal, i.e. ∆ = 1, the conjugates of the transmission matrix elements can be directly expressed306

in terms of the transfer matrix elements and the characteristic impedances as307

H∗11 = 1
2

(
T11 −

T12
Y2
− Y1T21 + Y1

Y2
T22

)
H∗12 = 1

2

(
T11 + T12

Y2
− Y1T21 −

Y1
Y2

T22

)
H∗21 = 1

2

(
T11 −

T12
Y2

+ Y1T21 −
Y1
Y2

T22

)
H∗22 = 1

2

(
T11 + T12

Y2
+ Y1T21 + Y1

Y2
T22

)
(C.3)

.308

Considering the definition of the transmission matrix elements given in Eq. (C.2), this finally yields:309

H12 = H∗21 (C.4)

H11 = H∗22 (C.5)

On one hand, Eq. (C.4) and its conjugate (H∗12 = H21) can be expressed in terms of the transmission and reflection310

coefficients as indicated by Eq. (A.2). The resulting expression can be rearranged to obtain the relationship between311

the reflection coefficients:312

|r1| = |r2| (C.6)

On the other hand, Eq. (C.5) and its conjugate (H∗11 = H22) can be expressed making use of the definition of the313

scattering matrix elements shown in Appendix A. Multiplying the resulting expressions and applying the reciprocity314

property, which is defined in Eq. (B.4), Eq. (C.7) is obtained:315

(
Y1

Y2

)2

|t12|
4 + |r1|

4 − 2Re
(

Y1

Y2
t2
12r∗1r∗2

)
= 1 (C.7)

Therefore, a conservative reciprocal system fulfills Eq. (C.6) and Eq. (C.7).316
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Table 1: Main geometric parameters of the characterized EATS.

DOC-1 DPF-1 DOC-2 DPF-2 TWC-1

D [mm] 172 172 144 144 112

L [mm] 82 105 114 130 127

α [mm] 0.83 1.4 0.87 1.4 0.97

ww [mm] 0.44 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.11

σ [cpsi] 400 200 400 200 600
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Figure 1: Schematic setup and operating principle of the impulse test rig.
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Figure 2: Example of pressure wave decomposition in impulse test rig. Pressure pulse 150 mbar in amplitude and 14 ms in duration in DOC+DPF-2:

(a) direct test, (b) inverse test.

Figure 3: Comparison between experimental and theoretical inverse transmission coefficients applying the reciprocity property. Pressure pulse

150 mbar in amplitude and 14 ms in duration in different EATS devices: (a) DOC+DPF-1, (b) TWC-1, (c) DOC+DPF-2.
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Figure 4: Experimental transmission coefficients of DOC+DPF-1 corresponding to direct and inverse tests with a change in superimposed mass

flow from 0 kg/h to 170 kg/h (Mach 0.055). (a) Argument of the direct transmission coefficient, (b) modulus of the direct transmission coefficient,

(c) argument of the inverse transmission coefficient, (d) modulus of the inverse transmission coefficient.
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Figure 5: Comparison between experimental and theoretical inverse transmission coefficients (t21) applying the reciprocity hypothesis to the

superimposed mean mass flow case (170 kg/h (Mach 0.055)) in different EATS devices: (a) DOC+DPF-1, (b) TWC-1, (c) DOC+DPF-2.
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Figure 6: Comparison between experimental reflection coefficients obtained in direct and inverse tests for different EATS devices: pressure pulse

150 mbar in amplitude and 14 ms in duration in (a) DOC+DPF-1, (b) DOC+DPF-2 and (c) TWC-1; pressure pulse 230 mbar in amplitude and

18 ms in duration in (d) DOC+DPF-1 and (e) DOC+DPF-2; and pressure pulse 80 mbar in amplitude and 11 ms in duration in (f) TWC-1.
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Figure 7: Experimental dissipation terms of direct and inverse tests for different EATS devices as a function of pressure pulse amplitude: direct test

in (a) DOC+DPF-1, (b) DOC+DPF-2 and (c) TWC-1; inverse test in (d) DOC+DPF-1, (e) DOC+DPF-2 and (f) TWC-1.
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Figure 9: Comparison between experimental and theoretical inverse reflection coefficients for different EATS devices from baseline dissipation

terms. Application to cases with excitations of different amplitude and superimposed mean mass flow: w/o mean mass flow in (a) DOC+DPF-1,

(b) DOC+DPF-2 and (c) TWC-1; with 170 kg/h (Mach 0.055) in mean mass flow in (d) DOC+DPF-1, (e) DOC+DPF-2 and (f) TWC-1.
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Figure 10: Flowchart of the simplified methodology for acoustic response prediction based on the application of reciprocity and dissipation

properties.
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Figure 11: Comparison between experimental and modelled (a) r1 modulus, (b) t12 modulus, (c) t21 modulus and (d) r2 modulus of TWC-1.

Pressure pulse of 150 mbar in amplitude and 14 ms in duration with superimposed mean mass flow (170 kg/h).

Figure 12: Comparison between experimental and modelled (a) direct and (b) inverse transmission loss of TWC-1. Pressure pulse of 150 mbar in

amplitude and 14 ms in duration with superimposed mean mass flow (170 kg/h).
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